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1Introduction
Although spoken language is communicated via a rapidly varying signal, human 
listeners recognize spoken words both quickly and accurately. Nonetheless, the 
results from decades of research demonstrate that variability in the signal (e.g., 
due to differences in talker and /or speaking rate) has implications for both the 
processes and representations involved in spoken language perception. Although 
there are many different types of variability, the majority of the research on variability 
effects has focused on talker variability (Nusbaum & Magnuson, 1997; Pisoni, 1997). 
Consequently, the focus in the current paper will be on talker variability effects, one 
particular type of indexical variability. Indexical variability refers to variations in a 
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 spoken word that arise from differences among talkers, speaking rates, affective states, 
and so on (Abercrombie, 1967; Pisoni, 1997).
Research studies on variability effects have been carried out in a variety of popula-
tions, including infants (Houston & Jusczyk, 2003), preschool children (Ryalls & Pisoni, 
1997), young adults (Palmeri, Goldinger, & Pisoni, 1993), older adults (Sommers, 1996), 
hearing impaired (Kirk, Pisoni, & Miyamoto, 1997), and patients with Alzheimer’s 
Dementia (Sommers, 1998). Furthermore, previous research is not entirely limited 
to talker variability effects. For example, speaking rate variability effects have also 
been examined in infants (Eimas & Miller, 1980; Miller & Eimas, 1983), young adults 
(Nygaard, Sommers, & Pisoni, 1995), and older adults (Sommers, 1997).
Many factors could potentially modulate the degree to which variability affects 
spoken language perception. In particular, recent findings demonstrate that vari-
ability effects follow a time course, manifesting themselves at predictable points 
during perceptual processing (McLennan & Luce, 2005; McLennan, Luce, & Charles-
Luce, 2003). However, time course investigations are currently limited to young 
adults. Therefore, the goal of the current paper is to explore how the time course of 
variability effects might differ throughout the lifespan, in particular in infants and 
older adults.
2Previous research on variabiliity effects
2.1 
Young adults
Much of the research on variability effects has been carried out with young adults and 
has focused on the processing and representational implications of talker variability. 
The processing work demonstrates that spoken language perception is both slower 
and less accurate when particular aspects of the spoken input, such as the identity of 
the talker, vary throughout the course of an experiment. Two of the earliest research 
studies to investigate processing costs due to talker variability were carried out by 
Peters (1955) and Creelman (1957). Peters found that single-talker messages were 
reliably more intelligible than multiple-talker messages when embedded in noise. 
Creelman obtained a similar pattern of results. He found an inverse relationship 
between spoken word identification performance and number of talkers: As the 
number of talkers increased, young adults’ identification performance decreased. 
These early studies demonstrate that although human listeners apparently deal with 
variability in speech remarkably well, it can in fact result in processing costs.
Later work investigated the relationship between talker variability and the 
perception of isolated words. For example, Mullennix, Pisoni, and Martin (1989) found 
that identification performance for blocks of familiar English spoken words was more 
accurate in single-talker than in multiple-talker conditions. These researchers also 
obtained a reaction time (RT) effect, with faster RTs to repeat words from single-talker 
lists compared to multiple-talker lists1. A number of other studies have obtained 
similar results, demonstrating performance costs (measured in terms of decreased 
  1 This RT effect has been replicated with both fewer items and talkers (McLennan, 2003).
 accuracy, increased reaction times, or both) associated with processing words spoken 
by multiple talkers, relative to a single talker (see Pisoni, 1990; 1992).
The representational work demonstrates that surface details associated with 
variability (again, in particular, talker-identity) are represented in memory and 
can affect subsequent perception. Schacter and Church (1992; see also Church & 
Schacter, 1994) found that participants’ performance on a stem-completion task was 
significantly improved when the words were spoken by the same talker as an initial 
exposure phase. Palmeri, Goldinger, and Pisoni (1990) obtained a similar result. 
These authors found that recognition accuracy decreased if a word was repeated in 
a different voice than if it was repeated in the same voice. A number of other studies 
have obtained similar results (see e.g., Bradlow, Nygaard, & Pisoni, 1999; Craik & 
Kirsner, 1974; Goldinger, 1996; Martin, Mullennix, Pisoni, & Sommers, 1989). 
2.2 
Infants
Although the majority of the work on variability effects in spoken language perception 
has focused on young adults, this issue has also been investigated with infants. Kuhl 
(1979; 1983) was the first to systematically investigate the effects of talker variability 
in infants’ perception of speech. She found that six month-olds could discriminate 
vowel contrasts across different talkers. Furthermore, work by Jusczyk, Pisoni, and 
Mullennix (1992) revealed that even at as young as two-months of age, infants are able 
to detect syllable changes produced by different talkers. These findings demonstrate 
that infants are able to cope with talker variability in their perception of spoken 
language (see also, Miller, Younger, & Morse, 1982).
More recent work reveals that processing costs associated with talker variability 
are not limited to young adults but exist in infants as well. Houston and Jusczyk 
(2000) examined 7.5 and 10.5 month-old infants’ abilities to recognize spoken words 
in the presence of talker changes. They familiarized both groups of infants with words 
produced by one talker and later exposed the infants to words spoken by a different 
talker, either of the same or different gender. They obtained significant variability 
effects in the 7.5 month-old infants. When the gender of the talkers differed, only the 
10.5 month-olds showed recognition of the familiarized words.
Jusczyk, Hohne, Jusczyk, and Redanz (1993) conducted one of the first studies to 
investigate the long-term consequences of variability in infants’ perception of spoken 
language. Two weeks after familiarizing 8.5 month-old infants with spoken stories, 
these authors presented the infants with lists of words, either spoken by the same talker 
as the original familiarization phase or by a different talker. They found that infants 
listened significantly longer to lists produced by the same talker, suggesting that 
infants’ memory of spoken lists of words includes the indexical information associated 
with talker identity. More recently, Houston and Jusczyk (2003) investigated infants’ 
long-term memory for the linguistic and indexical properties of individual spoken 
words (rather than for complete lists of words). As in the earlier Jusczyk et al. study 
with lists of words, Houston and Jusczyk found that indexical variability played a 
significant role in the infants’ ability to access words from long-term memory.
 2.3 
Older adults
In addition to infants and young adults, variability effects have been obtained in 
older adults. In fact, Sommers (1996; 1997) has demonstrated that older adults exhibit 
greater processing costs associated with talker variability than younger adults. He 
found that although both younger and older adults were less accurate at identifying 
spoken words in multiple-talker conditions than in single-talker conditions, the effect 
was greater for older adults.
In addition to processing costs, long-term representational implications of talker 
variability have been observed in older adults as well. In fact, several studies have found 
that older adults are sensitive to the perceptual characteristics of the original episode. 
Sommers (1999) observed that, like young adults, older adults are sensitive to talker 
variability between study and test (see also, Yonan & Sommers, 2000). Furthermore, 
Naveh-Benjamin and Craik (1995) found that older adults actually benefited slightly 
more than young adults on recognition memory tests when indexical information, 
such as the identity of the talker, matched at study and test. Although some studies 
(e.g., Schacter, Church, & Osowiecki, 1994) have failed to obtain variability effects 
in older adults, this may be due to experimental factors (see; Pilotti & Beyer, 2002; 
Pilotti, Meade, & Gallo, 2003; Sommers, 1999).
3Time course findings and the adaptive resonance 
framework
Recent studies with young adults suggest that variability effects follow a time course, 
manifesting themselves at predictable points during perceptual processing. Interest 
in the time course of variability effects originated, in part, from work on allophonic 
variability. Allophonic variability refers to articulatory and acoustic differences among 
speech sounds belonging to the same phonemic category (Ladefoged, 2000).
McLennan, Luce, and Charles-Luce (2003) investigated the representational 
status of flaps — neutralized allophones of intervocalic /t /s and /d/s (see also, Connine, 
2004). In casually produced American English, when a /t / or a /d/ is produced between 
two vowels, as in rater, it is most frequently realized as a flap, a segment that is neither 
exactly a /t / nor exactly a /d/ (Fox & Terbeek, 1977; see also, Charles-Luce, 1997; 
Patterson & Connine, 2001). McLennan et al. conducted a series of experiments in 
which participants’ processing of spoken words was sped or slowed and the produc-
tions of the medial segments (flaps or clear /t /s and /d/s) either matched or mismatched 
an earlier presentation. They obtained relatively small effects of allophonic variability 
(mismatch) when processing was slow and more robust effects when processing was 
fast. McLennan et al. proposed an account of the time course of allophonic variability 
effects in the context of Grossberg’s adaptive resonance theory (ART) framework 
(Grossberg, 1986; Grossberg & Myers, 2000; Grossberg & Stone, 1986).
According to the ART framework, acoustic-phonetic input activates chunks of 
features corresponding to sublexical and lexical representations. A chunk is a learned 
set of associated acoustic-phonetic features that may vary in frequency and size; a 
given chunk may correspond to an individual feature, an allophone, or a word. Chunks 
 resonate with the input, with the resonance between input and chunk constituting 
the percept. Furthermore, more frequent features and combinations of features (i.e., 
chunks) in a pattern establish resonance with the input more easily and more quickly 
than less frequent features.
This framework accounts for the time course of allophonic variability effects 
found in flapping. The more frequent allophonic information (the flap) establishes 
a resonance with the input more quickly than the less frequent underlying /t /s and 
/d/s. This interpretation led to new predictions for the time-course effects of indexical 
variability.
Roughly, traditional linguistically based (e.g., phonetic /phonological) features 
are abstract, whereas features capturing indexical variability (e.g., talker-identity) are 
less so. Typically, more abstract and general features are higher in frequency, whereas 
more specific features are lower in frequency. As a result, abstract linguistic features 
should initially resonate with the input and features capturing indexical information 
should only resonate with the input after some delay. Consequently, variability effects 
associated with indexical information, such as talker-identity, should be reduced when 
processing is fast and more pronounced when processing is slow.
The results of two separate studies are consistent with this prediction. Variability 
effects were obtained for stimuli that are processed relatively slowly — in particular, 
lower frequency bisyllabic words (McLennan, Luce, & Charles-Luce, 2003) but not 
for stimuli that are responded to more quickly — higher frequency monosyllabic 
words (Luce & Lyons, 1998). More recent work directly evaluated the time-course 
predictions for indexical variability effects. In particular, McLennan and Luce (2005; 
see also, McLennan, 2003) conducted a series of experiments in which participants’ 
processing of spoken words was sped or slowed. Speed of processing was manipulated 
in two different ways. First, following from earlier work on allophonic variability 
(McLennan, Luce, & Charles-Luce, 2003), the word-likeness of the nonwords present 
in their lexical decision experiments was manipulated. In the easy discrimination 
lexical decision experiment, the nonwords were unword-like, allowing for an easy 
discrimination between the real words and the nonwords in the experiment, which 
resulted in relatively fast processing. On the other hand, in the difficult discrimination 
lexical decision experiment, the nonwords were word-like, which resulted in relatively 
slow processing. Second, the response format in a shadowing task was manipulated. 
The response format was either the traditional speeded-response or a delayed-response 
(see Balota & Chumbley, 1985). In the delayed-response shadowing experiment, 
participants were instructed to delay their shadowing response until a response cue 
appeared on the computer monitor. Consistent with the time-course predictions, 
indexical variability effects were attenuated when processing was fast (easy discrimina-
tion lexical decision and speeded-shadowing), relative to when processing was slow 
(difficult discrimination lexical decision and delayed-shadowing).
4Novel time course predictions
The account based on the adaptive resonance framework also leads to predictions 
for the time course of variability effects in infants and older adults. Moreover, these 
 time course predictions are specific and testable. The adaptive resonance framework, 
although argued to account for the time course effects, is independent of the more 
direct and falsifiable hypotheses under discussion.
4.1 
Infants
Although it is clear that the ability to focus on more linguistically relevant information 
(e.g., phonetic distinctions) in the face of variability exists even at a very young age 
(e.g., Jusczyk, Pisoni, & Mullennix, 1992; Kuhl, 1979), the time course of processing 
linguistic and indexical information in infants remains unresolved. Recall that 
according to the adaptive resonance framework, the difference in frequency between 
the features corresponding to linguistic and indexical information (with the former 
typically being more general and thus more frequent than the latter) accounts for the 
time course effects obtained in young adults. Thus, it follows from this account that 
indexical information should only come into play later during perceptual processing 
than linguistic information when there is a sufficient frequency difference between 
the features corresponding to these two types of information. In particular, the time 
course effect should only be obtained when the linguistic information has a sufficient 
frequency advantage over the indexical information. This is unlikely to be the case 
in the early stages of lexical development. Unlike in young adults, the frequency 
of the features capturing indexical and linguistic information should be similar in 
infants. Actually, it is possible that for very young infants, some sources of indexical 
information are more frequent than linguistic information. For example, newborns 
may be more sensitive to the indexical information associated with their mothers’ 
voice than with linguistic information. Indeed, newborn infants are able to distinguish 
their mother’s voice from another female’s voice (de Casper & Fifer, 1980). As a result, 
the features capturing indexical information should establish a resonance (at least) 
as quickly as the features corresponding to linguistic information. Consequently, the 
prediction for infants is that indexical variability effects should be obtained at the 
earliest points during the perceptual processing of linguistic information.
This framework also has implications for the role that variability plays in the 
development of the lexicon. In particular, it suggests that more abstract linguistic 
information will come to dominate the early stages of perceptual processing of spoken 
language as soon as it has a sufficient frequency advantage over more specific indexical 
information. Because this frequency difference presumably emerges throughout the 
course of lexical development, variability effects should come into play earlier, and thus 
exhibit greater effects, in younger infants than in older infants. Recall that Houston 
and Jusczyk (2000) found that 7.5 month-old infants were more affected by talker 
(and gender) changes than 10.5 month-old infants, consistent with the interpretation 
that variability effects come into play earlier, and thus play a larger role, at earlier 
points during lexical development. Ryalls and Pisoni (1997) obtained a similar pattern 
of results with preschool children of different ages. They found greater variability 
effects in younger preschool children than in older preschool children.
The point during development at which linguistic information achieves a suffi-
cient frequency advantage over indexical information to dominate early processing on 
 a consistent basis is unclear. However, the degree of variability in the child’s environ-
ment is one factor that could potentially contribute to how quickly this frequency 
difference emerges. A sufficient frequency difference between the more irrelevant 
indexical information and the more important linguistic information (crucial for 
lexical discrimination) is likely to emerge more quickly in more highly variable 
environments2. More specifically, exposure to variable speech input contributes to the 
emergence of robust generalized representations. According to Houston and Jusczyk 
(2000), “The amount of indexical variability in the infant’s environment would thus 
play a large role in developing a mental lexicon” (p.1572). In short, variability could 
potentially facilitate the process of language acquisition.
4.2 
Older adults
At least two predictions can be generated for the time course of variability effects in 
older adults. A hypothesis based on general cognitive slowing (Salthouse, 1985) and 
age-related reductions in processing speed (Myerson, Ferraro, Hale, & Lima, 1992) 
might predict the same time course pattern of indexical variability effects for older 
adults as that which was observed for young adults. In other words, although older 
adults are likely to process spoken language more slowly than young adults, the higher 
frequency features (which typically correspond to abstract linguistic information) 
should still resonate with the input more quickly than the lower frequency features 
(which typically correspond to indexical information). Therefore, indexical variability 
effects should still be relatively small when processing is sped and more robust when 
processing is delayed. In fact, because the frequency difference (between indexical and 
linguistic information) is potentially even more exaggerated in older adults than it is 
in young adults, a more pronounced time course could be predicted for older adults, 
such that linguistic information resonates with the input early during perceptual 
processing and the indexical information only resonates after a substantial delay.
An alternative hypothesis for older adults is that their slower processing will 
simply attenuate the feature frequency difference, such that the additional processing 
time will allow the resonances between the input and the indexical information 
to develop and thus time for the indexical information to influence processing. 
According to this interpretation, indexical variability effects are predicted any time 
processing is sufficiently slow (as occurs in young adults when processing is slowed) 
and thus will be observed in older adults even when their processing is sped (because 
presumably it is still sufficiently slow). This hypothesis assumes that in older adults, 
indexical and linguistic features will establish resonances with the input at the same 
point during perceptual processing. Note the same prediction was made for infants. 
However, in the case of infants, this prediction is based on a lack of a frequency 
  2 This may be true not only for infants learning their first language but also for adults learning 
a second language (Barcroft & Sommers, 2005; see also, Bradlow, Pisoni, Yamada, & 
Tohkura, 1997). Also, one of the many reasons immersion techniques may be so successful 
in foreign language acquisition is that they typically put the language learner in a highly 
variable environment (e.g., as opposed to being exposed to a relatively limited number of 
instructors).
 difference between indexical and linguistic features and is therefore temporary. Once 
a sufficient frequency difference emerges, the resonances are expected to develop at 
different points and indexical and linguistic information should influence perception 
at different points during processing. In the case of older adults, this prediction is 
based on slower processing of spoken language and is thus predicted to be an enduring 
feature of the aging processing system.
If indexical information associated with variability influences perception at the 
same point during perceptual processing as linguistic information in older adults, then 
variability might be expected play a larger role in the perception of spoken language 
for older adults than for younger adults. Indeed, the results of many studies are 
consistent with this interpretation (e.g., Naveh-Benjamin & Craik, 1995; Sommers, 
1996; 1997; 1999).
Sommers (1997) has suggested that greater variability effects in older adults 
could be due to a reduction in perceptual normalization capacities. According to the 
resonance framework account, indexical information is simply playing less of a role 
in young adults’ perception of spoken language because, unlike older adults, young 
adults typically process linguistic information before indexical information has had 
a chance to resonate with the input. Sommers has also suggested that older listeners 
may be unable to ignore variations in phonetically irrelevant stimulus dimensions as a 
result of age-related breakdowns in the ability to ignore irrelevant stimulus attributes, 
despite relatively normal automatic processing (Hasher & Zacks, 1984). According to 
the resonance framework account, older adults may have greater difficulty ignoring 
irrelevant variations in indexical information because the features capturing indexical 
information resonate with the input at the same point during perceptual processing 
as the features corresponding to the more important linguistic information.
5Concluding remarks
The ART framework has proven useful both in accounting for the time course results 
of variability effects with young adults and in generating new predictions for infants 
and older adults. Furthermore, ART can also account for other findings in the 
literature and is not limited to a model of variability effects. For example, Vitevitch 
and Luce (1999) obtained evidence for two distinct levels of representation involved 
in the processing of spoken words, a sublexical level and a lexical level, each having 
different consequences for processing (see also, Vitevitch & Luce, 1998). These authors 
accounted for their findings within the context of the ART framework. The fact that 
this simple framework accounts for a wide range of effects, without the need for 
modifications or additional assumptions, makes it an appealing theory of representa-
tion and process.
In discussions of this framework, both in the current paper and elsewhere (see 
e.g., Luce, McLennan, & Charles-Luce, 2003; McLennan & Luce, 2005), representa-
tions capturing indexical information have been referred to in terms of features. 
However, more work is necessary in order to determine more precisely the nature of 
these representations. Although linguistic information (e.g., phonemes) in the ART 
 model is represented in terms of acoustic-phonetic features, it remains unclear exactly 
how indexical information, such as talker-identity, should be represented.
The ART framework account of the time course of indexical variability effects 
is consistent with the idea that indexical and linguistic information are qualitatively 
different and potentially represented in distinct areas of the brain (see e.g., Kreiman 
& van Lancker, 1988; van Lancker, Kreiman, & Cummings, 1989; Marsolek, 1999). 
Also, whereas linguistic information presumably maps onto discrete representations, 
indexical information could potentially be represented in a more continuous manner 
(see e.g., Ryan, Chasaide, & Gobl, 2003). However, a qualitative distinction between 
indexical and linguistic information is not a requirement of this framework. Indeed, 
this framework posits that both indexical and linguistic properties of speech map 
onto aspects (features?) of the chunks representing lexical information. Consequently, 
this account is also consistent with claims that indexical and linguistic properties of 
speech are fundamentally linked (Remez, Fellowes, & Rubin, 1997).
Overall, the ART framework account for the time course of indexical variability 
effects can be characterized as follows. Some aspects of the chunks representing lexical 
information are more general and thus more frequent and other aspects are more 
specific and less frequent. Furthermore, the more frequent aspects should establish 
a resonance with the input more quickly than the less frequent aspects. Finally, 
the more frequent aspects typically correspond to abstract linguistic information 
and the less frequent aspects typically correspond to more specific paralinguistic 
information, including indexical information3 (again, however, there are exceptions, 
such as in infants).
Luce and McLennan (2005) recently discussed the challenge that variability 
poses for current models of spoken word recognition. Despite this challenge, with 
appropriate modifications other models could potentially account for variability 
effects. For example, Jusczyk’s word recognition and phonetic structure acquisition 
(WRAPSA) model (1993, 1997) accounts for the difference in processing indexical 
and linguistic information as the lexicon develops.
WRAPSA assumes that infants’ lexical representations include indexical 
information, such as talker-specific details, rather than consisting solely of abstract 
phonetic descriptions. According to the WRAPSA model, throughout the course of 
development infants assign greater weight to the properties of speech that are most 
relevant for making meaningful distinctions. The adjustments in weight to the various 
properties of the input could be based, at least in part, on the frequency with which 
they occur. Indeed, there is evidence that infants are sensitive to the regularity with 
which patterns in the speech stream occur (see e.g., Jusczyk, Luce, & Charles-Luce, 
1994). Therefore, the WRAPSA model could potentially account for the predicted 
differences in the effects of variability between infants and young adults. Nonetheless, 
  3 If  the different aspects of the chunks consistently establish resonances with the input at 
different rates, qualitative differences, such as being represented in distinct brain regions, 
could eventually emerge. For example, information that is more common across a variety 
of situations may be consolidated into the neocortex more quickly than information that 
is more variable (McClelland, McNaughton, & O’Reilly, 1995)
 future work is necessary to determine whether episodic models such as WRAPSA 
are able to account for the time course of variability effects and the hypothesized 
different time courses in infants, young adults, and older adults.
An important goal for future research is to develop more fully a theoretical 
model of spoken language perception that will account for the coexistence of both 
abstract and more specific representations and for the role that variability plays in 
infants, young adults, and older adults during the time course of processing spoken 
language. Regardless of whether an adaptive resonance framework or some alterna-
tive framework is ultimately the most successful in accounting for variability effects, 
future empirical investigations should shed new light on the role that variability plays 
in the perception of spoken language as processing unfolds over time and how time 
course effects might change throughout the lifespan.
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